Lecture Series Programme by SPG, Jorhat Chapter on 30.10.2014

During the Annual Technical Seminar at Jorhat, SPG Jorhat chapter released its Event calendar for the year 2014-15. In the part of this event calendar SPG Jorhat chapter started the “Lecture Series Programme” on 30.10.2014. A lecture on “Basin Evolution and hydrocarbons Prospectivity of Assam & Assam Arakan Basin with special emphasis on Assam Shelf” was delivered in LUIT Bhawan Conference Hall by Mr. M S Akhtar, DGM (GP), ONGC Jorhat.

Session started with brief introduction about the objective of the program by President SPG Jorhat chapter Shri. C M Jain, GP (GP). In his brief address he told that this program is a noble initiative for Knowledge Sharing and it’s targeted to groom the youngsters.

The speaker made a systematic presentation covering all the aspects of Basin Evolution and hydrocarbons Prospectivity of Assam & Assam Arakan Basin including Fold Belt areas with relevant data along with facts and figures available related to the topic. The participative interaction by the house made the talk more Interesting. Brief glimpses of the presentation are given below.

Shri C. Mahapatra, GGM-Basin Manager made his concluding remarks and valuable suggestions to make the programme more effective and beneficial for G&G study.